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1. Compilation of global Covid-19 Non Pharmaceutical Intervention Timeline
In order to ascertain the timing of the implementation of NPIs in each country included in this study, we
utilised the public health and social measures global dataset curated by the WHO (WHO PHSM), a
consolidated dataset of six global databases of COVID-19 related public health and social measures. The
WHO-PSM is a collaboration between WHO, the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine
(LSHTM) and the organizations providing datasets: WHO (Geneva, Switzerland), ACAPS (Geneva,
Switzerland), University of Oxford (Oxford, UK), the Global Public Health Intelligence Network (GPHIN)
of Public Health Agency of Canada (Ottawa, Canada), the Complexity Science Hub Vienna (Vienna,
Austria), the United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC, Atlanta, USA) and Johns
Hopkins University (JHU, Maryland, USA). The pipeline for importing and formatting the six datasets into
a consolidated dataset were developed by LSTM. This dataset is updated regularly and was accessed for
the purpose of this study on May 31st, 2020. A full detailed description of the collection methodology and
dataset
taxonomy
can
be
found
on
the
WHO
PHSM
website
(https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/phsm). For all countries included in
this study, we considered only the implementation of quarantine and isolation policies, limits on gatherings,
school closures (primary, secondary and tertiary educational institutions), mask policies, household
confinements (stay-at-home-orders, shelter in place orders and lockdowns) and the easing of restrictions.
Due the large number of duplicated events found for each country, we manually validated the timing of all
NPIs, including only interventions for which we were able to confirm through sources from official
governmental announcements and declarations from Ministries of Health.
Our validated timeline and source can be found online here: https://gitlab.com/igh-idmm-public/covid19/covid19_npi_globalrt_estimations

